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The Publishing Committee, Members and and  the Editorial Board  are proudly noticing, that
after evaluation, one more conquest in this current administration was achieved:  the REBEn
was indexed in the collection of the Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO).

This conquest was full of fights and of a great effort, considering the process faced, many
handicaps were overcome as the inexistent financial support, the lack of proper infrastructure
to atend in short  time the SciELO Methodology requirements.

Despite these handicaps, great investments in human resources and equipment were
provided to achieve this so-dreamed goal. The result is shown now: REBEn was joined to 189
other national periodicals in the greatest Complete Database existing in our country.

The meaning of this indexation makes justice for what REBEn represents for the Brazilian
Nursing, its pionner role in the history of scientific publication in national nursing knowledge
area.

The visibility promoted by SciELO will bring more value for the scientific production that had
been published in REBEn ever since. New horizons are opened and we hope that REBEn do
its role in disseminating the knowledge of Brazilian Nurses with more intensity over the network
enclosed by SciELO. The result will be the improvement of REBEn’s impact in the scientific
scenario of Nursing area.

We strongly believe that this indexation is one of the more relevant conquests in REBEn’s
history. But  we cannot stop herein. You as an author, keeps with a fundamental role by
submitting your manuscript and also by citing articles that were published in REBEn. This will
contribute for the improvement of  the impact of our publication in the scientific community.

Therefore, consider more this valuable atribute  when submitting your research to REBEn.
Keep in mind that, from now on, more and more readers will also access the results of your
research.

We invite you to keep publishing in REBEn!
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